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Backward Error Bounds forApproximate Krylov SubspacesG. W. StewartABSTRACTLet A be a matrix of order n and let U  C n be a subspace of dimensionk. In this note we determine a matrix E of minimal norm such that U is aKrylov subspace of A+ E.1. IntroductionLet A be a matrix of order n. Given a starting vector u, we say that the sequenceu;Au;A2u; : : :is the Krylov sequence associated with A and u. The subspaceKk(A; u) = span(u;Au;A2u; : : : ; Ak 1u)is called a Krylov subspace.Krylov subspaces arise in many applications. They are especially important in algo-rithms for the iterative solution of linear systems [2] and for approximating eigenpairsof large matrices [4, 6]. Since bases for Krylov subspaces are sometimes computed in-accurately, it is desirable to have some way of assessing their quality. There are twoapproaches. Given a Krylov subspace U , we can1. give bounds on the angle between U and the nearest Krylov subspace of A,2. determine a matrix E of minimal norm such that U is a Krylov subspace of A+E.The rst approach leads to a seemingly dicult and currently unsolved problem. Thepurpose of this note is to show that the second approach has a simple, constructivesolution.To solve the problem we will use a characterization of Krylov subspaces called aKrylov decomposition [5]. Accordingly, in the next section we will discuss these decom-positions and their relation to the widely used Arnoldi decompositions. In Section 3 wewill present our results and comment on them.Throughout this note kk will denote a family of consistent unitarily invariant norms.The special cases of the spectral 2-norm and the Frobenius norm will be denoted byk  k2 and k  kF. For more on unitarily invariant norms see [7].1
2 Approximate Krylov Subspaces2. Arnoldi and Krylov decompositionsAs a rule, the vectors in a Krylov sequence u;Au;A2u; : : : become increasingly depen-dent. To circumvent this problem we can construct orthonormal bases u1; u2; : : : forthe Krylov subspaces Kk(A; u1) by successively orthogonalizing Auj against u1; : : : ; ujand normalizing the result|a process known as the Arnoldi algorithm [1]. If we setUk = (u1; : : : ; uk) , then the results of the Arnoldi algorithm can be summarized by therelation AUk 1 = UkHk ;where Hk = UHk AUk 1is an k(k 1) upper Hessenberg matrix| that is, it is zero below its rst subdiagonal.We call such a relation an Arnoldi decomposition.In general, all the subdiagonal elements of Hk will be nonzero, in which case theArnoldi decomposition is uniquely determined by the starting vector u1. If, however,bj;j 1 is zero, then Auj 1 is exactly dependent on u1; : : : ; uj 1, so that that one mustrestart the Arnoldi process with some vector uj that is orthogonal to u1; : : : ; uj 1. Itthis case we will say that the corresponding Krylov subspace is restarted. Althoughour results will apply to restarted Krylov subspaces, it should be kept in mind that theunrestarted case is the norm.1The essential uniqueness of the Arnoldi decomposition is a drawback when we wishto consider dierent bases for a particular Krylov subspace. To circumvent this problemwe introduce Krylov decompositions, which have the formAUk 1 = UkBk; (2.1)where Uk has independent columns and Bk is arbitrary. We call the column spaceof Uk the space of the decomposition. Any Arnoldi decomposition is, of course, aKrylov decomposition. Conversely, it can be shown [5] that corresponding to any Krylovdecomposition there is an Arnoldi decomposition with the same space. Thus Krylovdecompositions are a general characterization of Krylov subspaces. In what follows wewill assume that the matrices Uk in our Krylov decompositions are orthonormal.3. The resultsGiven a subspace U , our object is to show it is a Krylov subspace of a perturbationof A and to bound the perturbation. We proceed indirectly. First we show that there1This state of aairs is due to the law of perversity of nature. In applications, a restarting representsthe convergence of an iterative method or the isolation of an eigenspace | something to be happy about.
Approximate Krylov Subspaces 3is a basis for for U that satises an approximate Krylov relation for A with a minimalresidual. We then use standard techniques to throw the residual back onto A.The following lemma is the starting point for the rst part of our program.Lemma 3.1. Let U = (U1 u2) orthonormal. Then the Krylov residualR = AU1   UBis minimized in any unitarily invariant norm whenB = UHAU1; (3.1)in which case UHR = 0: (3.2)Proof. Let Û = (U U3) be unitary. Then by unitary invariance, R has the same normas ÛHR = UHAU1   BUH3 R  :Since UH3 R is independent of B, the norm of R is minimized when when B = UHAU1.The orthogonality condition UHR = 0 can be veried directly.Given a subspace U  C n of dimension k, this theorem suggests that we proceedwith our program by choosing an orthonormal basis U for U and use (3.1) to computean optimal Krylov residual. Unfortunately, this residual is optimal only for the specicchoice of U . The reason is that not every basis for a Krylov subspace corresponds toa Krylov decomposition, so that Lemma 3.1 is likely to give us large Krylov residuals,even when U is itself a Krylov subspace. To optimize globally over all bases, we musttry to determine a kk unitary matrix V such that UV has a Krylov residual that isas small as possible.To do this, partition V = (V1 v2). LetS = AU   U(UHAU):If we postmultiply S by V1 we getSV1 = A(UV1)  UV [(UV )HA(UV1)]:It follows that SV1 is the optimal Krylov residual for the particular basis UV . Thus wewish to minimize the norm of SV1 as V1 varies over the set of k(k 1) orthonormalmatrices.
4 Approximate Krylov SubspacesThis is easily done. Let 1      k  0 be the singular values of S and let1      k 1  0 be the singular values of SV1. Then by the interleaving theorem forsingular values [3, Lemma 3.3.1], i  i+1 (i = 1; : : : ; k 1). Since a unitarily invariantnorm of a matrix is a nondecreasing function of its singular values, the norm of SV1 isminimized when i = i+1 (i = 1; : : : ; k 1). These equalities can be attained if we takeV1 to be the right singular vectors of S corresponding to 2; : : : ; k. The vector v2 isnecessarily the right singular vector corresponding to 1, and this choice of V = (V1 v2)gives us a globally optimal Krylov residual for U .The second step in our program is to project the Krylov residual back on A. LetÛ = UV , where V = (V1 v2) is as in the last paragraph. Then R = AÛ   Û(ÛHAÛ1) isa globally optimal Krylov residual. If we set E = RUH1 , then kEk = kRk, and it followsfrom (3.2) that (A+E)Û1 = Û [ÛH(A+ E)Û1]is a Krylov decomposition of A+E.Moreover, E is the smallest possible such backward error. For if (A + F )Û1 =Û [ÛH(A+ F )Û1], thenR = AÛ1   Û(ÛAÛ1) = (Û ÛH   I)FÛ1:But Û ÛH   I and Û1 both have 2-norm one, so that kEk = kRk  kFk.We summarize these results in the following theorem, in which we recapitulate ournotation and constructions.Theorem 3.2. Let A be of order n and let U = (U1 u2) 2 C nk be orthonormal. LetS = AU   U(UHAU) (3.3)and let 1      k  0 be the singular values of S. Let V = (V1 v2) be unitary withthe columns V1 being the right singular vectors of S corresponding to 2; : : : ; k. SetÛ = UV = (Û1 û2) and R = SV1:Then the approximate Krylov decompositionAÛ1 = Û(ÛHAÛ1) +R;has minimal residual norm in any unitarily invariant norm. If we setE = RUH; (3.4)
Approximate Krylov Subspaces 5then kEk = kRkand A+ E has the Krylov decomposition(A+ E)Û1 = Û [ÛH(A+ E)Û1]: (3.5)Of all matrices E satisfying (3.5), the matrix (3.4) has minimal norm.There are several comments to be made about this theorem.First, our results are independent of the initial choice of a basis U for U . Specically,if we replace U by UQ, where Q is unitary, S in (3.3) is replaced by SQ, V is replacedby QHV , and hence Û does not change.Second, we can give explicit expressions for kRk in the 2- and Frobenius norms.Namely kRk2 = 2 and kRkF =q22 +   + 2k:Third, the process is constructive. Given a basis for U , we can actually constructthe backward error.Fourth, U is actually a Krylov subspace, then R must be zero. This means that onlythe singular value 1 of S can be nonzero. Thus we have an alternate characterizationof what it means to be a Krylov subspace.Corollary 3.3. An orthonormal matrix U spans a Krylov subspace of A if and onlythe matrix S = AU   U(UHAU) has rank not greater than one.In fact, this characterization can be derived in another way. Write S = (I  UUH)(AU). Because U is a basis for a Krylov sequence, AU can have at most onevector that is orthogonal to the column space of U . Since I   UUH is the projectiononto the orthogonal complement of the column space of U , the column space of S cancontain at most one vector.Fifth, our rst candidate for assessing an approximate Krylov subspace|namely,nding the nearest Krylov subspace| is more direct than the approach taken here|namely, nding an optimal backward perturbation. But in applications the latter isoften more useful. For the implication of backward error analyses for eigenproblems see[6, Theorem II.1.3].Finally, if A is Hermitian, it is natural to require that the backward error E also beHermitian. This can be done by settingE = RUH + URH:It is easily veried kEk2 = kRk2, so that E is optimal in the 2-norm. But kEkF =p2kRkF, so that E might not be optimal in the Frobenius norm. But it can be o byno more than a factor of p2.
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